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ABSTRACT

Electricite de France carries out several analyses on NPP component behavior every year.
However, these analyses are conducted separately by specialists of only one kind of
component and regardless of the time factor.
Seven years ago, a working group from the Nuclear Operation Division completed a detailed
examination of component behavior of the 50 NPP then in operation, over a ten-years period
(from 1980 to 1990).
These analyses have been centered on main components only.
Today, another working group is extending the previous work to a 15 years operating period
(1980-1995) The new working group will integrate this operating experience in a
computerized process to facilitate access to all the information contained in the data base. This
system will be based on a site server allowing a user-friendly connection, and updated
periodically.

1- Introduction

With a park of 58 nuclear units made up of 3 series (900 MW 34 Units, 1300 MW 20 units,
and 1500 MW 4 units), experience feedback remains a very important factor for EDF. This
experience feedback is not only important for the operation of the 58 units at the present time,
but also for the design of the first units likely to replace those in-service when they become
obsolete.

Suitable processing of the problems experienced on the different units makes it easier to
inform operators of events and incidents on other sites. This information is mainly
forthcoming by yearly reports, event files, computer files and internal information logs.

2- Experience Feedback Principle

Sound experience feedback is based on the following 8 principles

• collecting together events, incidents, damages etc.,
• selecting, to retain only events of interest,
• analysis of incidents to be made, locally and nationally,
• analyses should be checked and validated,
• improvement should lead to enhanced operating performance of existing units, and

design of future units,
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3-

transmission of information must be impeccable (analysis is of no use unless it is
communicated),
storing analysis files should give quick and easy access for all those affected by
experience feedback,
enhanced use of experience feedback must be reinforced by a communication
programme both internal and external to the firm.

Experience Feedback Process at time of commissioning Nuclear Units

When the first 900 MW were initially put into operation, collection of information was
recorded solely in the form of paper documents. Plants drafted the following written
documents:

• DOC 221 : operating incidents
• DOC 222 : damage to equipment
• DOC 223 : critical events (safety).

The plants also drafted an annual report giving results on Safety, operating incidents, and
damage to equipment. These documents were processed at national level ( 2nd level analysis),
to learn lessons from operating experience.

The results of this work were published in the form of annual reports covering equipment
behavior, operating incidents, incidents affecting Safety, etc.

4- The Experience Feedback Process today

The evolution of experience feedback, setting up engineering on-site, the RCM approach and
mastering costs has led EDF to make SAPHIR the common tool for collection and storage of
experience feedback, as well as the favored national tool for communication. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1 : Structure of the SAPHIR System
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SAPHIR is a structured data base, divided in two types of history bases.

The LOCAL HISTORY BASES, BHL (1 per site) are responsible for storage of data which
allows local users to analyze data concerning their own site.

There are two types of BHL input data:

- EVENT-RELA TED associated to the MANAGEMENT OF SITU A TIONS:

Corresponding, at the very least, to the functionalities of the previous existing system.
This allows acquisition of elements linked to SITUATION declarations, either of operation of
Safety : Events and Incidents involved in-service or maintenance, Damage and Anomalies,
etc.

- TECHNICAL, associated to the MAN A GEMENT OF INTER VENTIONS :

Storage of maintenance activity reports :
Work Orders issued from the Work Management Process.

The NATIONAL HISTORY BASIS (BHTV) allows analysis of situation on all sites on a
national scale, and completing them by Analyses at national level, if necessary.
This data is accessible to the different EDF departments.
BHN also authorizes access to certain data for collaborators outside EDF : Safety Authorities,
and vendors (Framatome).

Unfortunately, this method is only an event management base, and it does not give access to
practical analyses from the sites, or nationally.

5- Applying Experience Feedback to the REP2000 Programme

Within the framework of the future French nuclear unit construction programme, known as
the REP 2000 Programme, EDF wondered what practical form for the designers this
experience feedback, from nuclear units in-service, should take. In the course of 1991, several
work groups drafted synthesis documents covering radiological protection, equipment
behavior, operating incidents and fire risk. These reports covered the period from 1980 to
1990. In 1996, a new work group was instructed to update these documents, and widen the
scope of the reference period, to cover 1980-1995.

5.7 Evolution of Experience Feedback Synthesis Documents

The documents drafted in 1991 were available only in an inconvenient paper or microfiche
form. These aids turned out to be unsuitably difficult to update, and did not make circulation
of information any easier for the engineers in charge of the design of new installations.

In 1996 it was therefore decided to take advantage of this updating obligation to change
medium. After studying the advantages that a computer network would bring (easy to consult,
uniqueness of data), the decision was taken to adapt these documents to make them directly
accessible from PCs linked to the firm's Intranet network.

5.2 Document Description
Practical compilation of an experience feedback data base for the use of the designers must be
sufficiently synthetic, while giving access to detailed information without inundating the
reader.
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5.3 The 1990 Version

In 1991 it was decided at the time to exclude data directly originating from the plants (or 1st
level analysis) to the benefit of summarized data compiled on a national basis (or 2nd level
analysis). These second level analyses had the disadvantage of classifying by speciality
(rotating machine, electricity, instrumentation control, etc) and each report covered only one
year at a time.

It was therefore decided to split information up by equipment and subject to make follow-up
easier over a long period - the documents issued from this breakdown were called Analysis
Sheets.

Each topic or component generally comprises one Analysis Sheet per year. These sheets have
been grouped into synthesis files. A sheet called Synthesis Sheet is compiled on the basis of
the contents of this file. It shows, in one to twenty pages the behavior of a component or a
topic over 10 or 15 years of operation. When it was decided in 1996 to record this knowledge
base on computer, this principle was maintained.

5.4 The contribution of the 1995 version
The 1995 version has been completely overhauled to make remote consultation of all the
documents possible through an Intranet server.

Brief description

For the moment the present version can only be consulted from 3 sites located at Tours, Lyon
and Paris. In the long-term it is intended that this server be consulted from any computer
station of the Firm.

All the files are installed on a computer server installed at Lyon. This data base represents
approximately 750 synthesis sheets in the 1990 version, and 1200 in the 1995 version. The
analysis sheets represent 8,850 pages in the 1990 version and 14,000 pages in the 1995
version. All these sheets have been introduced either by manual input for the new sheets or
through scanning for the previous 1990 version.

The system is fitted with a navigation system which facilitates search for Synthesis Sheets by
alphabetical section or by means of the firm's own classification code.

One of the innovation of this system comes from the use of hypertext links which enable
creating a linkage between certain words of the Synthesis Sheets and the associated Analysis
Sheet.

These links enable the reader to consult more detailed data which are mentioned on the
Analysis Sheets.

Each Synthesis Sheet contains a bibliography which, by simply clicking on the mouse,
facilitates access to the corresponding Analysis Sheet.

The principle of the navigation system between Analysis Sheet and Synthesis Sheet is
presented in Figure 2.
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EDF/DE-DEPT
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Equipment Behaviour
SYNTHESIS SHEET

Number: S69
Index : 0
Date: 17/10/96
Page : 4/4

» DC motors GGR (Turbine Lubrication. Jacking and Turning System)

For future units, it will be necessary to give up the dc motor in continuous operalion, and install an
inverter, linked to a three-phase asynchronous motor (solution retained for the N4 scries). In lact
observations made regarding lubrication of the shaft line show thai this type of motor is not suitable
for the required lunction (permanent operation, with wear of brushes and rotor poflulion requiring
considerable upkeep).

• Other motors

These motors do not have a device for draining the used grease- The use ol Icaklight lifetime
lubricated rolling bearings is lo be recommended lor this type of machine.

• Motor-driven lubricating pumps electrically coupled lo the turbo-generator shaft

Fire risk is to be taken into account in probability studies and for Ihe new design. Study of
constructive solutions minimizing fire risk on Ihe oil tank (explosion-proof motor).
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: EPN Sheet BE N° 45 Meeting 14.09.89

: Code AMN : 066 Drafter: Martin-Onraet

: 69

AMN 066 Operalinq anomaly in dc GGR molors of Ihe 600. 900 and 1300 MW series

n of the Problem

(1000 r.p.m., functional identification GGR 004 MO) is fitted lo one ol the oil tank pumps
(-generator set of the 600 MW coal, 900 MW and 1300 MW units.

operates continuously on its nil flow rate absorbing in the region of 40 % of its nominal
called upon, exceptionally and mainly in the case of anomalies on Ihe other lubricating
27 to 40kV) up lo 100 % of this power depending on the series in question.

ns made on all Ihe unils rn question alter several years of operation lead one to suppose
>tor technology is probably not suitable for this type of operation.

reduced power in fact causes a current density in Ihe brushes very much lower than the
.• :|--fl|l-$;ij"fected (very aggravating speed of wear factor). Besides, as Ihe motors have closed
wi'wii'&^intHation with transfer ol calories through the body, the atmosphere which bathes the
system of rings and collectors is not checked at alt and its cleanliness deleriorales with the wear
and tear of the brushes, which itself accelerates with collector pollution.

The dusl produced by the accelerated wear and lear of the carbon brushes finaHy leads to loss of
machine insulation, which is detected by the dc supply panel, and this insulation can only be
restored after a thorough cleaning (cost: 20 to 30 kF). So as to delay this, plants are then called
upon to schedule Irequent preventive maintenance of their molors : every six weeks for most sites

FESSENHEIM indicated at the start of operalions rapid wear of brushes ol its GGR molors bul
decided, successfully, to reduce the number of brushes to 8 considering their permanent underload.

From the start, the machines at BUGEY were fitted with 8 E49X brushes supplied by SHUNCK
ELECTROGRAPH1TE. This site has not had any specific problems.

Figure 2 : Navigation Process - Links between Analysis Sheet and Synthesis Sheet
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6- Conclusion

In the 1995 version, the application gives access to the maximum amount of extremely useful
and detailed data, as the initial local information has been enriched by analyses at national
level, and completed by meetings of experts. Use of a computer network has enabled making
the same information available to all the engineers with access to the server which supports
this application. Use of hypertext link details the information field without having to return to
numerous records which are sometimes dispersed.

The hypertext navigation system and the system structure allows rapid access to detailed
information among the 16,000 pages of this data base.

This base should be operational at the end of 1998. However, a version comprising both the
1990 version of the synthesis sheets and 25 % of the synthesis sheets in the 1995 version,
should be operational in the spring of 1998.
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